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January 24, 2023

OPW Obsolete DSW & DSF Style Sumps

Dear Valued Distributor:

As we continue to Define What’s Next, it’s important that we continue to properly rationalize our offerings
so that we can always keep our focus on the latest and most beneficial products our partners and end-
users require. This maintenance helps us keep our operations efficient, while helping to keep your costs
and lead times down. We seek to continue providing the industry’s best systems for every application,
even when removing long-time offerings.

With the release and success of the DSE, we have been able to provide high quality fiberglass under-
dispenser containment at a price the has tempted many to switch from the poly-style construction. The
similarities between the new DSE and our long-running DSW and DSF line of UDCs cannot be ignored, so
we will be making changes to our offerings.

Starting February 1, 2023 OPW will no longer be making the following versions of the DSW and DSF style
sumps.

Similarly, we are reducing the number of options for 61T straight drop tubes.  As systems age and are
replaced, we've seen a change in the breadth of options needed these days.  We will continue to offer
equipment for all applications (standard, stainless, and coax), with a reduction in length options.  Please
find the options that are no longer available, as well as the options that are still available shown below.

https://mailchi.mp/opwglobal/electrotite-tank-sump-5873066?e=[UNIQID]
http://www.opwglobal.com/


We are very excited to jump into a New Year full of new projects and game-changing products.  Keep your
eyes peeled this year for more exciting new offerings.  If you have any questions about UDC containment
or Straight Drop Tubes, please reach out to your District Manager.

As always, we appreciate your support.  If you would like more information on our complete product line,
please visit our website at www.opwglobal.com.

Best Regards,

Daniel Boyle
Product Manager
OPW Retail Fueling
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